Capital Hash House Harriers – Run 2053 Rambo – Palace Coup
The pack gathered, there was excitement in the air, something was brewing and the pack could
smell blood. The circle to start the run was called with the stand in GM announcing that there had
been a bloodless coup at the top of Hash (although Crash and Burn’s last words as GM were …Et Tu,
Flagon!). Seriously, C&B was unable to continue as GM due to both work and personal reasons. Your
fearless committee decided that a full time GM is needed for Hash and Hidden Flagon was duly
appointed, at the same time, just as Batman needs Robin, Batfink needs Karate, Rocky needs
Bullwinkle, Hidden Flagon needed a trusted sidekick, and Centrefold was duly appointed.
Meanwhile, back to the run. With the promise of Rambo nosh and a good run (possibly set by
Infallible) the pack set off around Pearce. Although the Hash was sorely tested when the run went
straight past the start near the end, but the thought of Pate (and that the dray was going to the
drink stop) kept the hash from finishing early.
Run Report – Toy Boy – a crap run only made worse by being reminded of Infallibles old house as
well as getting to the drink stop and Rambo arriving late. A score of 2.
Walk Report –Sunbean – a little saunter around Pearce and Mawson, drink stop late, a score of -.15
Returnees – Two Fathers
Charges
Most of the Pack got a Gurnsey, the most notable was the catfight between Gerbils and Kwhine. Also
Infallible for his Christmas run of 1989, nearly 20 years ago but indelibly inked into the minds of
those who suffered.
Awards
Little Prick – Poo
PPP – given by Sunbean to someone
Teletubbie –Mc Taf is taking the award on an Australian tour.
FRB –
Pearl Necklace – Poo
Big Prick – Mixo
Birthdays/Anniversaries
Two Fathers and the guy who wrote some book
Jokes
Rambo and Sunbean
Next week’s run
Run 2054-2055 – Perisher
Run 2056 – Phillip Oval – infallible setting, Rambo noshing

